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Corporate News

New R&D investment will
strengthen Nestlé’s expertise
in Frozen and Chilled foods

The invest-
ment will sup-
port growing
demand for
Nestlé frozen
foods. 

A new CHF
49 million (USD

53 million) investment in Nestlé’s research
and development facilities in Ohio, in the
United States, will ensure the company
continues to deliver innovations in frozen
and chilled products like prepared meals
and pizzas.

The company’s investment reflects its
worldwide commitment to continually
improve the nutritional profile of its prod-
ucts such as by using more whole grains
and by reducing the amount of certain
ingredients such as salt, fat and sugar,
without compromising on taste.

Food scientists, engineers, and tech-
nologists at the centre in the city of Solon
will intensify work on recipe formulation,
technologies and processes to support
growing demand from Nestlé’s global
frozen foods businesses, as well as that in
the US.

“We have a long and successful his-
tory of making tasty and nutritionally bal-
anced foods,” said Johannes Baensch,
Nestlé’s Global Head of Research and
Development at a ceremony to announce
the investment in Solon.

“This investment will further enhance
our scientific and technological expertise
in frozen and chilled foods, to help us to
continue to develop innovative nutrition
health and wellness solutions for our
global business.

“We are ultimately aiming to offer
consumers worldwide more options for
making balanced and pleasurable every-
day meals for themselves and their fami-
lies,” he added.

Mr Baensch was joined at the event
by Governor of Ohio John R. Kasich,
Solon Vice Mayor Edward Kraus and Jobs
Ohio Managing Director David
Mustine.�
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Matcon launches Batch Tracking and Recipe
Control Software

Matcon is launching ‘Track-Record’, an IBC-
based tracking and recipe control system for use in
powder processing. Traceability and quality assur-
ance is becoming increasingly crucial to food
ingredient manufacturers. Number of recipes,
ingredients and particularly allergen concerns are
escalating. An IBC-based solution offers the flexi-
bility to handle such challenges, with producers
being able to process several, independent recipes
in parallel. However, with flexibility comes the
need to control and verify the processes that take
place simultaneously.

’Track-Record’ is a purpose developed soft-
ware providing total process control. The software
provides unprecedented quality assurance, significantly improved plant output
and efficiency.

Matcon is hosting a free one-day event on Wednesday 26th June 2013 to
demonstrate ’Track-Record’ in their UK Test Facility in Evesham.  This will be fol-
lowed by a visit to global baking manufacturer British Bakels to view a recently
installed Matcon IBC Mixing System in action, which has provided the flexibility to
allow British Bakels to launch an enhanced product range with improved quality
assurance and customer service.�

Matcon IBC and Scanner.

Lipton Tea announces grand winner of
DIP & WIN campaign

Lipton, the world’s leading tea brand, announced on
Thursday the grand prize winner to its three month long
Dip&Win consumer promotion campaign.

Lipton,one of the leading tea brand, announced the grand prize winner to its
three month long Dip&Win consumer promotion campaign. Javed Suri, resident of
Karachi, proud winner of a new Honda Civic.

The innovative nationwide campaign had consumers of Lipton tea bags
excited at the unique opportunity to buy the Lipton Dip&Win Tea Bags pack
during its duration (January to March 2013). The promotion was centered on a
unique innovation, where the gift icon was revealed on the tea bag during the
process of actually brewing their cup of tea. In doing so consumers won exciting
prizes from Lipton, culminating in the coveted grand prize of a new Honda Civic.

Sarah Sadiq, Brand Manager Lipton said: “Lipton plays the role of an energetic
brand that aims to redefine the meaning of tea in people’s lives. By celebrating
positivity in everyday life, Lipton tea arouse confidence, optimism and cheerful-
ness in the lives of its consumers. This campaign was an extension of the same
brand philosophy and we are grateful to our consumers for the overwhelming
response. Numerous people won exciting prizes ranging from iPads, televisions to
mobile phones across Pakistan and we thank them all for their enthusiastic
response.”

The grand prize winner Javed Suri, who was thrilled to be the winner of the
grand prize gift icon, was invited on Thursday 30th May, to the head office of
Unilever Pakistan Limited to celebrate his win along with his family.�


